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ABSTRACT: An in-depth understanding of the structure−property
relationships in semiconductor mixed-halide perovskites is critical for
their potential applications in various light-absorbing and light-emitting
optoelectronic devices. Here we show that during the crystal growth of
mixed-halide CsPbBr1.2I1.8 nanocrystals (NCs), abundant Ruddlesden−
Popper (RP) plane stacking faults are formed to release the lattice strain.
These RP planes hinder the exchange of halide species across them,
resulting in the presence of multiple nanodomains with discrete mixed-
halide compositions inside a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC. Photoluminescence
peaks from these pre-segregated nanodomains, whose correlated intensity
and wavelength variations signify the interactions of coupled quantum
dots within a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, can be simultaneously resolved at cryogenic temperature. Our findings thus point to a
fascinating scenario in which a semiconductor nanostructure can be further divided into multiple quantum-light sources, the
interaction and manipulation of which will promote novel photophysics to facilitate their potential applications in quantum
information technologies.
KEYWORDS: mixed-halide perovskite, nanocrystal, nanodomain, discrete elemental distribution, quantum-light source

Semiconductor lead-halide perovskites of APbX3, with A
being CH3NH3

+ (MA+), HC(NH2)2+ (FA+), or Cs+ and X
being I−, Br−, or Cl−, have attracted a great deal of attention in
research owing to their superior performance in solar cells,1−3

light-emitting diodes,4−6 and lasers.7−9 Via combination of
different types of halide anions with a specific ratio, the as-
synthesized lead mixed-halide perovskites can possess a
bandgap energy at almost any position in the visible range,
thus greatly enhancing the light absorption and emission
capabilities of the optoelectronic devices described above.7,10,11

However, the further advancement of lead mixed-halide
perovskites, mainly in the form of APbBrxI3−x (0 < x < 3), is
currently hindered by the phase segregation effect due to the
formation of Br- and I-rich regions upon light illumination.12,13

So far, several critical ingredients have been shown to be
necessary for the occurrence of phase segregation, such as the
driving force provided by local electric fields,14−16 the
migration of I− anions through lattice vacancies,17−19 and
their final arrival at energetically preferred regions. As revealed
from elemental distribution mapping20 and spatial cathodolu-
minescence imaging21 measurements, these regions should
correspond to I-rich nanodomains that are more capable of
capturing photogenerated holes because of their lower valence-
band edges.20−22 The hole-lattice coupled quasiparticle of the
large polaron23 is then formed to induce excessive strain

energy, which would be released by attracting (repelling) the
surrounding I− (Br−) anions with the subsequent growth of the
nanodomain into a larger I-rich region.24,25 To pursue the
suppression of the phase segregation effect for an improved
stability of relevant device operations,26,27 such an inhomoge-
neous distribution of halide anions should be avoided by
judiciously designing the synthesis protocols. On the contrary,
the possible existence of localized nanodomains has rare
equivalents in traditional semiconductor nanostructures,
rendering lead mixed-halide perovskites a unique platform
for exploring novel classical and quantum optical properties.
Here we have synthesized lead mixed-halide perovskite

nanocrystals (NCs) of CsPbBr1.2I1.8 and probed their intrinsic
structure−property relationships by combining annular dark-
field scanning transmission electron microscopy (ADF-STEM)
imaging and single-particle spectroscopic measurements. It is
universal that multiple nanodomains are present inside a single
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CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with discrete distributions of the Br and I
elements, as a result of the abundant Ruddlesden−Popper
(RP)-like stacking faults that protect this pre-segregated
condition. At a cryogenic temperature of 4 K, photo-
luminescence (PL) peaks emitted from these nanodomains
can be simultaneously observed, each of which possesses a
single-photon emission feature due to the strong quantum
confinement. This marks the unprecedented formation of
multiple quantum dots (QDs) inside a single semiconductor
nanostructure, whose mutual interactions are manifested by
the correlated variations in their PL intensities and wave-
lengths.
According to a standard procedure reported previously15

(see the Experimental Section in the Supporting Information),
the cuboid CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs are chemically synthesized with a
solution PL peak of ∼620 nm (Figure S1) and an edge length
of ∼10−20 nm estimated from the ADF-STEM measurement
(Figure S2). As revealed further from the ADF-STEM image
(Figure S2), two types of CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs can be resolved
with the perfect cubic perovskite lattice and the additional
existence of plane defects. For a representative CsPbBr1.2I1.8
NC displayed in Figure 1a, these plane defects are manifested
as black lines that divide it into several nanodomains, each of
which has a consistent lattice structure and orientation

according to the fast Fourier transform (FFT) measurement
(Figure S3). By means of the geometry phase analysis (GPA)
method,28 we can obtain a normalized amplitude map for the
(100) reciprocal lattice vector (Figure 1b and Figure S4),
where five nanodomains denoted by R1−R5 are well-identified
due to their unequal contributions to the shared (100) spot.
The plane defects or black lines delimiting these nanodomain
boundaries can be classified into RP-like stacking faults in the
manner of 1/2a⟨111⟩ shifting (a, lattice constant) of two
adjacent unit cells,29,30 as evidenced by the atom model and
the simulation results for the ADF-STEM image (Figure S5).
The atomic structure for each nanodomain maintains an
identical square lattice, while distinct projection intensities of
the atom columns can be differentiated inside a single unit cell
(Figure 1c). Meanwhile, the line intensity profiles of the
highlighted atom columns in Figure 1c reveal a lattice
difference of ∼2% between the R1 and R2 nanodomains
(Figure 1d), which is an impossible-to-ignore transformation
of the crystal structure. As detailed in Table S1, this kind of
lattice difference is ubiquitously observed among the R1−R5
nanodomains, implying the existence of local compositional or
stacking variations.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is performed

for the composition analysis of single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs with

Figure 1. Discrete elemental distributions in single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs. (a) ADF-STEM image and (b) normalized amplitude map for the (100)
reciprocal lattice vector of a typical CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, showing the existence of five nanodomains marked by R1−R5. (c) Atomic-resolution ADF-
STEM images for the R1−R5 nanodomains in panel b, where their respective unit cells are highlighted by the white squares. (d) Line intensity
profiles of the atom columns highlighted by the orange rectangles in panel c for the R1 and R2 nanodomains. (e) ADF-STEM (left panel) and EDS
mapping (right two panels) images for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with the R1 and R2 nanodomains separated by the white dashed lines. (f) EDS
intensity scans along the yellow dashed lines in panel e, showing the relative changes in Br and I compositions across the nanodomain boundary.
(g) Quantitative composition analysis of the R1 and R2 nanodomains in panel b based on Z-contrast intensity of the ADF-STEM image,
confirming their respective compositions of CsPbBr0.81I2.19 and CsPbBr1.56I1.44. The inset shows the highlighted atom columns adopted in the
calculations. The scale bars are 5 nm in panels a, b, e and 0.5 nm in panel c.
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plane defects, which are found to solely consist of the Cs, Pb,
Br, and I elements (Figure S6), albeit with an inhomogeneous
distribution of the latter two. As shown for a representative
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC in Figure 1e, a steplike boundary (highlighted

by the white dashed line) divides it into the R1 and R2
nanodomains, with R1 possessing slightly stronger Br and
weaker I signals than R2. The element line scans plotted in
Figure 1f further indicate the tendency of varied Br and I

Figure 2. Growth mechanism of CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs. (a) Inhomogeneous growth in solution, resulting in both isolated and aggregated nuclei. (b)
Growth of two aggregated nuclei with enriched Br and I compositions. (c) Emergence of a RP stacking fault across the boundary between two
nanodomains with different halide compositions. (d) Growth of an isolated nucleus to which both I and Br species can be attached. (e) One
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with a homogeneously mixed composition and the other with two nanodomains of different compositions separated by a RP
stacking fault. (f) ADF-STEM images of CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs showing the coexistence of two types of NCs, one with perfect lattices (highlighted by
the yellow circles) and the other with planar RP defects (highlighted by the blue circles).

Figure 3. Atomistic details of Ruddledsen−Popper (RP) grain boundaries in an all-inorganic halide perovskite. (a) Atomic-resolution STEM image
showing RP grain boundaries (yellow dashed lines) with different widths in two single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs. (b) Snapshot of a model system for
perovskite grains separated by RP defects as simulated at 500 K. The RP grain boundaries are highlighted with the red dashed lines. (c) Snapshots
of the migration of two iodide vacancies initialized in the bulk of CsPbI3 grains. (d) Snapshots of the migration of two iodide vacancies initialized at
the surface of CsPbI3 grains. The position of each iodide vacancy is indicated with a yellow sphere, while its initial position is highlighted with a red
dashed circle. The time evolutions of defect trajectories are indicated by the orange, blue, red, and pink solid lines, each of which has a resolution of
5 ps.
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concentrations, verifying the uniform elemental distribution
within each nanodomain as well as the sharp elemental
transition at the nanodomain boundary (see Figure S7 for
similar results from another NC). The observations described
above, along with the lattice difference shown in Figure 1d,
naturally lead to the conclusion that the R1 and R2
nanodomains each possess a fixed and isolated ratio between
the Br and I elements. Consequently, it is necessary for us to
quantitatively determine the inherent compositions for differ-
ent nanodomains inside a single NC from the Z-contrast ADF-
STEM images (Z, the atomic number), such as R1 and R2 in
Figure 1b as an example. In Figure 1g, we plot the theoretical
intensities of three inequivalent atom columns (i−iii, high-
lighted in the insets) versus the ratios of Br atoms and shifted
unit cells (see the Experimental Section and Figures S8 and
S9). Through the statistical analysis of the experimental
intensities, the ratios of Br atoms and shifted unit cells are
calculated to be 0.27 and 0.88 for the R1 nanodomain, in
contrast to the values of 0.52 and 0.75 for the R2 nanodomain.
As such, they correspond to the compositions of CsPbBr0.81I2.19
and CsPbBr1.56I1.44 (see Figure S10 for similar composition
analysis on another single NC), respectively, which are
consistent with the larger lattice constant of the R1
nanodomain relative to that of the R2 nanodomain31,32 (see
Figure S11 for the statistics on the lattice constants of different
nanodomains).
To rationalize the mechanism of formation of the unique

structures identified above, we make use of classical nucleation
theory to describe the growth process of perovskite NCs.33

When the preheated PbI2/PbBr2 (160 °C) and Cs oleate (120
°C) precursor solutions were mixed, perovskite nuclei with

diverse compositions, i.e., Br- and I-rich relative to the nominal
Br/I ratio of 1.2/1.8, form throughout the solution. As
depicted in Figure 2a, these nuclei can be aggregated in a
cluster or in just an isolated form. In the clustered case shown
in Figure 2b, the Br- and I-rich nuclei can be found in close
proximity, and as a result of the rapid growth,10 they coalesce
into one single structure. To release the large amount of strain
that results from lattice mismatch, RP stacking faults emerge
across the interfaces among different nuclei. Via preferential
accumulation of the same type of halide ions at each side of the
interface, the neighboring nuclei continue to grow together
with the RP stacking fault (Figure 2c). On the contrary, in the
isolated case shown in Figure 2d, the single nucleus grows
through the addition of both Br and I species from its direct
environment.10,33 As a result of the two separate growth routes
mentioned above (see the schematic in Figure 2e), two types
of perovskite NCs are eventually formed with a homogeneous
mixed-halide composition and the planar RP defects separating
nanodomains with discrete mixed-halide compositions (see the
STEM image in Figure 2f).
Interestingly, the STEM image in Figure 3a shows that a

majority of these RP grain boundaries have CsX (X = I or Br)
terminations at both sides.34 This CsX termination was
previously identified as the most stable surface in CsPbI3,
because of the intact Pb−I bond and the inhibited migration of
halide species due to the steric hindrance effect of Cs species.35

Using large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (see
the Theoretical Section in the Supporting Information) of a
model system in Figure 3b, we reveal how the existence of RP
stacking faults influences the migration pathways of nearby
halide vacancies in panels c and d of Figure 3. Halide defects

Figure 4. One set of PL peaks measured at 4 K for single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs. (a) Time-dependent spectral image measured for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8
NC emitting doublet peaks. (b) PL spectrum of this single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC extracted from panel a at 1 s. (c) Time-dependent spectral image
measured for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC emitting triplet peaks. (d) PL spectrum of this single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC extracted from panel c at 1 s. (e)
Time-dependent spectral image measured for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, showing the transition from a single peak of charged excitons (X*) to the
doublet peaks of neutral excitons (X) at 37 s. (f) PL spectrum of this single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with X* and X peaks extracted from panel e at 1 and
40 s, respectively. In the optical measurements described above, each single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC is excited at ∼5 W/cm2 by a 532 nm pulsed laser.
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are generally very mobile, with the ability to hop between
lattice sites at time scales as short as 10 ps; they occasionally
remain close to their initial positions for as long as a few
nanoseconds. Regardless of the starting point (in the bulk or
near the RP gain boundary) and the mobility of the halide
defects (hopping or stationary), no halide ions are found to
migrate across the RP grain boundaries. This confirms that the
exchange of halide ions between the nanodomains is prevented
once such RP grain boundaries are formed, and therefore, each
of their final compositions is locked after the internal ion
exchange and migration processes.
After the structural characterizations described above and

associated theoretical modeling, we next explore how the
optical properties of a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC are influenced
by the pre-segregated nanodomains at a cryogenic temperature
of 4 K. In this case, the sample substrate is attached to the
coldfinger of a helium-free cryostat and a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8
NC is excited at ∼5 W/cm2 by either a continuous-wave (CW)
488 nm or a pulsed 532 nm laser (see the Experimental
Section in the Supporting Information). For ∼90 of the total
∼130 single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs studied in our experiment, we
observe either a single peak, doublet peaks, or triplet peaks as
the PL spectrum, due to the existence of bright neutral exciton
fine structures.36−39 Panels a and b of Figure 4 show the time-
dependent spectral image and the corresponding PL spectrum
measured for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC emitting doublet peaks
with a fine-structure splitting of ∼677 μeV. Similarly, the time-
dependent spectral image and the corresponding PL spectrum
are plotted in panels c and d of Figure 4 for a single

CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC emitting triplet peaks, with a fine-structure
splitting of ∼878 μeV that is defined as the average value of the
two nearby energy separations. It is also observed that a single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC can be photocharged sometimes, leading to a
single-step transition between the doublet or triplet peaks from
neutral excitons and a single peak from charged excitons.37,38

This is representatively shown in the time-dependent spectral
image and the corresponding PL spectrum plotted in panels e
and f, respectively, of Figure 4, where the single peak of
charged excitons in a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC stops emitting
after laser excitation for ∼37 s, with the accompanying
emergence of doublet peaks from neutral excitons.
The optical properties shown in Figure 4 are on par with

those already reported for single-halide CsPbBr3 and CsPbI3
NCs,37,38 implying that the exciton quantum confinement is
mainly dictated by the whole spatial volume of a single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC without the existence of internal nano-
domains. In stark contrast, the remaining ∼40 of the total of
∼130 single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs studied in our experiment
exhibit a PL spectrum containing multiple sets of PL peaks that
are jointly contributed by the pre-segregated nanodomains
(see Table S2 for their statistical PL properties). As Figure 5a
shows from the time-dependent spectral image measured for a
single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, there are three sets of PL peaks with
their central wavelengths at ∼557.93, ∼615.83, and ∼657.88
nm. In Figure S12, we plot the time-dependent spectral images
measured for four more single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs each emitting
multiple sets of PL peaks across the wavelength range of 540−
690 nm. The PL peaks below 600 nm are emitted from those

Figure 5.Multiple sets of PL peaks measured at 4 K for single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs. (a and b) Time-dependent spectral image measured for two single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs with three sets of PL peaks at the wavelength ranges of 540−690 and 655−670 nm, respectively. (c) Time-dependent spectral
image measured for a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with six sets of PL peaks in the wavelength range of 670−690 nm. The dotted white box marks out
four sets of PL peaks with correlated intensity changes during the time period of 67−75 s. (d) Time-dependent spectral image measured for a single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with the optical emissions from QD1, QD2, and QD1*. (e and f) Time-dependent spectral images measured for another two single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs each with optical emissions from QD1 and QD2. In the optical measurements described above, each single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC is
excited at ∼5 W/cm2 by a 488 nm CW laser.
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Br-rich nanodomains of single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs, and possibly
due to their overlap with the continuum absorption states of
other I-rich nanodomains, they are normally associated with
weak intensities to imply the occurrence of Förster-type
exciton transfers. In Figure 5b, we plot the time-dependent
spectral image measured for another single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC,
where three sets of PL peaks can be resolved at the central
wavelengths of ∼659.02, ∼662.28, and ∼667.46 nm. For one
more single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC whose time-dependent spectral
image is plotted in Figure 5c, up to six sets of PL peaks can be
simultaneously resolved in the wavelength range of 670−690
nm. For these multiple sets of PL peaks emitted from a single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC with close central wavelengths, the discrete
nature in band-edge emission and absorption states of the
corresponding nanodomains makes it impossible for them to
interact with each other via the resonant carrier tunneling and
the nonresonant exciton transfer processes.
The broad wavelength distribution of the PL peaks emitted

by a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, as observed from the three time-
dependent spectral images plotted in Figure 5a−c, is consistent
with the different Br:I ratios among its internal nanodomains.
Because the size of an individual nanodomain is normally
smaller than the Bohr diameters of perovskite CsPbBr3 and
CsPbI3,

10 we speculate that its PL peak should be additionally
influenced by the quantum-confinement effect. Moreover, due
to compositional differences between neighboring nano-
domains, the dielectric-confinement effect might also play a
role in determining their respective PL peaks. According to the
second-order photon correlation measurements shown in
Figure S13, each of the multiple sets of PL peaks emitted by
a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC is associated with a single-photon
emission feature. Consequently, it is reasonable to assign
multiple nanodomains inside a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC to
closely packed QDs. In Figure S14a, we plot two sets of PL
peaks emitted by a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, and as one can see
from the PL decay curves shown in Figure S14b, their
corresponding QDs have quite similar exciton recombination
dynamics with single-exponential lifetimes of ∼0.54 and ∼0.66
ns.
As marked by the white dotted rectangle in Figure 5c for a

single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, the four PL peaks with close central
wavelengths show correlated changes in their intensities during
the time period of ∼67−75 s. In Figure 5d, we plot the time-
dependent spectral image measured for another single
CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC emitting two sets of PL peaks at the very
beginning, which are marked by QD1 and QD1* with central
wavelengths of ∼652.36 and ∼655.76 nm, respectively. The
QD1* peak switches off at ∼10 s with the associated
brightening of the broad QD1 peak so that they should be
contributed by the charged and neutral excitons of a single
QD. The QD1* peak shows up again at ∼18 s, while the QD1
peak shifts slightly to the blue side and evolves into doublet
peaks with a central wavelength of ∼652.26 nm. Meanwhile,
additional doublet PL peaks of QD2 appear at the central
wavelength of ∼652.71 nm, and they stop emitting at ∼98 s
together with the QD1* peak, in accordance with a slight shift
of the QD1 doublet peaks to the blue side. In panels e and f of
Figure 5, we provide the time-dependent spectral images
measured for two more single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NCs, whose
respective QD1 and QD2 peaks are also correlated with each
other in terms of the intensity and wavelength variations (see
Figure S15 for more examples). These observations strongly
suggest that the multiple QDs inside a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC

can compete with each other for the capture of photogenerated
excitons, and it is also possible for the transient electric field
caused by environmental charge movement40 to exert
synchronous influences on their exciton recombination
dynamics.
To summarize, we have synthesized mixed-halide perovskite

CsPbBrxI3−x NCs with a nominal x value of 1.2 and confirmed
from the ADF-STEM measurements that they can each
contain multiple nanodomains separated by the RP-like plane
defects and with different compositional ratios of Br− to I−
anions. Of special note is the fact that these pre-segregated
nanodomains can be universally detected from the CsPbBrxI3−x
NCs synthesized with other x values, including CsPbBr2.1I0.9,
CsPbBr1.8I1.2, CsPbBr1.5I1.5, and CsPbBr0.9I2.1 (see ADF-STEM
images in Figures S16 and S17). The formation of such novel
nanodomains with discrete elemental distributions should be a
direct consequence of the size difference between Br− (∼196
pm) and I− (∼220 pm) anions,41,42 which would induce local
lattice stress in the perovskite octahedron skeleton. This local
lattice stress can be effectively released through the formation
of isolated nanodomains with varied plane-to-plane distances
or widths of the bridging boundaries (Figure S18) in the form
of RP stacking faults. Our MD simulations reveal that the RP
grain boundaries act as barriers to halide migration during and
after the growth of these nanodomains, thus preserving the
discrete elemental distributions of the Br− and I− anions. In the
context that the inhomogeneous distributions of halide anions
are now routinely reported in bulk mixed-halide perov-
skites,20,21,24,25 the findings described above have brought
such a concept of pre-segregation to their nanostructured
counterparts.
As revealed from our 4 K optical measurement on a single

CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC, the photogenerated excitons can be captured
separately by the internal nanodomains (see the schematic
diagram in Figure S19) to yield multiple sets of PL peaks each
possessing a single-photon emission feature. In this sense, all of
the nanodomains inside a single CsPbBr1.2I1.8 NC can be
jointly treated as a collection of single QDs, whose spatial
distributions are defined by the RP-like boundaries separating
different halide compositions. These multiple QDs are not
simply assembled but have mutual interactions with correlated
PL intensity and wavelength changes, and the coupling
strengths can be surely manipulated by optimizing the
synthesis conditions and applying external stimuli such as an
electric field. Overall, the findings presented in this report have
significantly expanded the scope of material growth in that a
single semiconductor nanostructure can now be further
divided into multiple functional units, which can be utilized
to explore fundamental molecular-like many-body physics
toward novel applications in both classical optoelectronics and
quantum information technologies.
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